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Lepton-nucleus scattering 
The inclusive cross section of the process in which 
a lepton scatters off a nucleus can be written in 
terms of five response functions

• The response functions contain all the information on target structure and dynamics
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Outline

Motivations
I Accurate determination of neutrino oscillation parameter
I Differences between electron- and neutrino- nucleus scattering

Non relativistic & relativistic regimes: the factorization scheme.

Meson-exchange currents in the extended factorization ansatz

Comparison to experimental data

Summary & Outlook
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Motivations

Studying neutrino properties is one of the most exciting
challenges of particle physics. The extreme complexity
of this task is due to the eminently elusive nature of
these particles. In Leon Lederman’s words:
”Neutrinos ... win the minimalist contest: zero charge,
zero radius, and very possibly zero mass.”

Precise measurements of the oscillation parameters
involves the analysis of the neutrino interactions with a
target nucleus.

Accurate theoretical models of electron- nucleus
scattering provide a satisfactory description of the
experimental data.
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QE electron- & neutrino-nucleus cross sections

Data: J.S. O’Connell et al

Data: MiniBooNE Collaboration

The calculations performed using the spectral function and the
measured nuclear vector form factors accurately reproduce the QE
peak measured in electron scattering
The same scheme largely fails to explain the MiniBooNE data.
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The axial mass puzzle

Unfolded total CCQE cross
section

I The axial form factor is generally
parametrized in the dipole form

FA(Q2) =
gA[

1 + (Q2/M2
A)
]2 ,

I Deuteron data ⇒ MA ≈ 1.03 GeV
I MinibooNE ⇒ MA ≈ 1.35 GeV
I K2K ⇒ MA ≈ 1.2 GeV
I NOMAD ⇒ MA ≈ 1.05 GeV

Interpret the value of MA reported by MiniBooNE as an effective axial
mass, modified by nuclear effects not included in the RFGM.
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Role of Multi Nucleon knockout

I In MiniBooNE data analysis
an event is labeled as CCQE
if no final state pions are
detected in addition to the
outgoing muon.

I The simplest reaction
mechanism compatible with
this definition is single
nucleon knockout

The observed excess of CCQE cross-section may be traced back to
the occurrence of events with two particle-two hole final states, which
are often referred to CCQE-like.
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Inclusive lepton-nucleus cross section at fixed beam energy

Inclusive electron-nucleus cross section at Ee ∼ 1 GeV, as a function of ω.

  Meson exchange !
currents

The different reaction mechanisms, contributing to the cross section at
different values of ω, can be easily identified.
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QE neutrino-nucleus scattering

I The measured double differential CCQE cross section is averaged over
the neutrino flux

I Energy distribution of
MiniBooNE neutrino flux

I Different reaction mechanisms
contribute to the cross section
at fixed θµ and Tµ.

A description of neutrino-nucleus interactions, has to be validated through
extensive comparison to the large body of electron-nucleus scattering data.
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The electron-nucleus x-section

The double differential x-section of the
process e− + A→ e− + X , can be
written as

d2σ

dΩk′dk ′0
=
α2

Q4
E ′e
Ee

Lµν W
µν
A .

|X>| 0 >

−
−

I Lµν is completely determined by the lepton kinematics
I The hadronic tensor describes the response of the target nucleus.

W µν
A =

∑

X

〈0|JµA
†|X 〉 〈X |JνA|0〉 δ(4)(p0 + q − pX ) ,

initial state
|0〉 ; p0

final state
|X 〉 = |1p; 1h〉, |2p; 2h〉 . . . ; pX

Non relativistic nuclear many-body theory (NMBT) provides a fully
consistent theoretical approach allowing for an accurate description of
|0〉, independent on momentum transfer.
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CCQE interactions at moderate (|q| <∼ 500 MeV)

Within NMBT the nucleus is described as a collection of A pointlike
nucleons, the dynamics of which are described by the nonrelativistic
Hamiltonian

CCQE interactions at moderate (|q| <⇠ 500 MeV)

Within NMBT the nucleus is described as a collection of A pointlike
nucleons, the dynamics of which are described by the nonrelativistic
Hamiltonian

H =
AX

i=1

p2
i

2m
+

AX

j>i=1

vij +
AX

k>j>i=1

Vijk

Initial state definition:

H|0i = E0|0i

Final state definition

H|X i = EX |X i

In the case of the MB experiment we will have that . . .

|X i = |11B, pi , |11C , ni , |10B, pni , |10Be, ppi . . .

The above Schrödinger equation can only be exactly solved for the
ground- and low-lying excited states of nuclei with A  12.
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Argonne v18 Fujita-MiyazawaUIX, IL7

Initial state definition:

H|0〉 = E0|0〉

Final state definition

H|X 〉 = EX |X 〉

The above Schrödinger equation can only be exactly solved for the ground-
and low-lying excited states of nuclei with A ≤ 12.
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The nuclear current operator

The nuclear Hamiltonian does not commute with the charge density
operator: [H, J0] 6= 0
In order for the continuity equation to be satisfied two body currents
are needed:

∂

∂t
J0 +

−→∇ · −→J = 0

The nuclear current includes one-and two-nucleon contributions

JµA(q) =
A∑

i=1

jµi (q) +
A∑

j>i=1

jµij (q1, q2)δ(q − q1 − q2)

q q

q

(a) (b) (c)
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Kinematical range of accelerator-based neutrino experiments

|q|-dependence of CCQE cross section averaged with the Minerνa and
MiniBooNE fluxes

WARNING!
unlike the ground state, the nuclear current operator and the nuclear final
state depend on momentum transfer. At large q non relativistic
approximations become inadequate.
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The factorization “paradigm”

Simplest implementation: Impulse Approximation (IA)

At |q|−1 � d :

JµA −→
∑

i

jµi , |X 〉 −→ |x ,px〉 ⊗ |R,pR〉 ,

The nuclear cross section can be traced back to the one describing the
interaction with individual bound nucleons

dσA =

∫
dEd3k dσN P(k ,E )

I An integration on the nucleon momentum and removal energy is
carried out, with a weight given by the Spectral Function
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The impact of relativistic effects

Electron-carbon cross
section obtained within
the IA approach using
relativistic (solid line)
and non relativistic
(dashed line)
kinematics.

I In a kinematical setup corresponding to |q| ∼ 585 MeV at ω = ωQE
relativistic kinematics sizeably affects both position and width of the
quasi elastic peak.
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Spectral function and energy-momentum distribution

I Oxygen spectral function,
obtained within LDA.

I Momentum and removal energy sampled
from LDA (red) and RFGM (green) oxygen
spectral functions
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Local Density Approximation (LDA) P(k, E ) for oxygen

PLDA(p, E ) = PMF (p, E ) + Pcorr(p, E )

PMF (p, E ) ! from (e, e 0p) data
Pcorr(p, E ) ! from uniform nuclear matter calculations at different
densities:

PMF (p, E ) =
X

n2{F}
Zn|�n(p)|2Fn(E � En)

Pcorr(p, E ) =

Z
d3r%A(r)PNM

corr(p, E ; % = %A(r))
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Scattering off high momentum
and high removal energy
nucleons, providing ∼ 20 % of
the total strength.
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Range of applicability of the IA

Electron-Carbon cross section for Ee = 1.3 GeV, θe = 37.5.

QE region

Nucleon structure functions

In the QE channel, the energy conserving �-function enforces the
condition that the scattering process be elastic

ewN
1 = ⌧ G 2

MN �
⇣
!̃ +

q̃2

2m

⌘
,

ewN
2 =

1
(1 + ⌧)

⇣
G 2

E N + ⌧G 2
MN

⌘
�
⇣
!̃ +

q̃2

2m

⌘
,

(1)

In the Resonance production and DIS region
To take into account the possible production of hadrons other than protons
and neutrons one has to introduce the inelastic nucleon structure functions
extracted from the analysis of electron-proton and electron-deuteron
scattering data (Bodek-Ritchie).
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Range of applicability of the IA

Electron-Carbon cross section for Ee = 1.3 GeV, ✓e = 37.5.

RES Prod 
& 

DIS region

The inelastic nucleon structure functions are
extracted from the analysis of electron-proton

and electron-deuteron scattering data (Bodek-Ritchie).
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Range of applicability of the IA

Electron-Carbon cross section for Ee = 1.3 GeV, θe = 37.5.

QE region

RES Prod 
& 

DIS region

Dip region???

The contribution of two-body currents has to be included. These are
expected to play a significant role in the so called dip region.
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Role of reaction mechanism beyond IA

Scaling functions associated with the longitudinal (L) and transverse
(T) response of Carbon extracted from electron scattering data

I the onset of scaling is clearly visible in the region of QE peak,
corresponding to y ∼ 0.

I large scaling violations appear in FT (y) at y > 0.
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Role of reaction mechanism beyond IA

Figure 7: Longitudinal (upper half of figure) and transverse Eu-
clidean response of 4He for momentum transfers 300–600 MeV/c.
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 J.Carlson, J. Jourdan, R. Schiavilla,  and I. Sick, Phys. Rev. C 65, 024002 (2002)
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How can 2p2h final states be produced?

In a model accounting for NN correlations, 2p2h final states can be
produced through 3 different reaction mechanisms.

Initial State Correlations (ISC):

Meson Exchange Currents
(MEC):

Final State Interactions (FSI):
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Extending the factorization scheme

Using relativistic MEC and a realistic description of the nuclear ground
state requires the extension of the factorization scheme to two-nucleon
emission amplitude

I Rewrite the hadronic final state |X 〉 in the factorized form:

|X 〉 −→ |p p′〉 ⊗ |n(A−2)〉 = |n(A−2);p p′〉 ,

where |n(A−2)〉 describes the spectator (A− 2)-nucleon system,
carrying momentum pn.

I The two nucleon current simplifies

〈X |jijµ|0〉 →
∫

d3kd3k ′Mn(k, k′) 〈pp′|jijµ|kk′〉 δ(k + k′ − pn) ,

I The nuclear amplitude: Mn(k, k′) = 〈n(A−2); k k′|0〉
is independent of q, and can therefore be obtained within NMBT.
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Two nucleon spectral function

Two-nucleon spectral function of uniform and isospin nuclear matter

P(k, k′,E ) =
∑

n

|Mn(k, k′)|2δ(E + E0 − En)

n(k, k′) =

∫
dE P(k, k′,E )

Relative momentum distribution

n(Q) = 4π|Q|2
∫

d3Kn
(

Q +
K
2
,Q− K

2

)

K = k + k′ , Q =
k− k′

2
.

I Correlation effects lead to a quenching of the peak of the distributions
and an enhancement of the high momentum tail
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1p1h and 2p2h contributions to the nuclear cross section

I The factorization scheme allows for a clear identification of the
1p1h and 2p2h contributions

dσ = dσ1p1h + dσ2p2h ∝ Lµν(W µν
1p1h + W µν

2p2h)

I 2p2h response tensor

W µν
2p2h =

∑

h,h′<kF

∑

p,p′>kF

〈0|Jµ†|hh′pp′〉〈hh′pp′|Jν |0〉

× δ(ω + E0 − Ehh′pp′)δ(q + h + h′ − p− p′) ,

I Current operator in momentum space:

Jµ(k1, k2) = jµ1 (k1)δ(k2) + jµ2 (k2)δ(k1) + jµ12(k1, k2) ,

W µν
2p2h = W µν

2p2h,11 + W µν
2p2h,22 + W µν

2p2h,12
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Production of 2p2h final states

1 Initial state correlations
2 MEC, two-body response

3 Interference
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Initial state correlations

Within the IA. . .

W µν
2p2h,11 =

∫
d3k

∫
dE P2h1p(k,E )wµν

11

P2h1p(k,E ) =
∑

h,h′<kF

∑

p′>kF

|Φhh′p′

k |2

× δ(E + eh + eh′ − ep′) ,

appearence of the tail of
the cross section,
extending to large energy
loss. This contribution
amounts to ∼ 10% of
the integrated spectrum.
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Production of 2p2h final states

1 Initial state correlations

2 MEC, two-body response

3 Interference
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MEC: Pion exchange
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MEC: ∆-isobar exchange

p 1 p 2

p1 ’ p2 ’
q

k 2
p b

p 1 p 2

p1 ’ p2 ’
q

k 1 p d

p 1 p 2

p1 ’ p2 ’

q

k 2

pa

p 1 p 2

p1 ’ p2 ’

q

k 1

pc

(a) (b) (c) (d)

The Rarita-Schwinger (RS) expression for the ∆ propagator reads

Sβγ(p,M∆) =
/p + M∆

p2 −M2
∆

(
gβγ − γβγγ

3
− 2pβpγ

3M2
∆

− γβpγ − γγpβ
3M∆

)

WARNING
If the condition p2

∆ > (mN + mπ)2 the real resonance mass has to be
replaced by M∆ −→ M∆ − iΓ(s)/2 where Γ(s) = (4fπN∆)2

12πm2
π

k3√
s (mN + Ek).
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2p-2h Transverse Response of nuclear matter

From the 2p-2h hadron tensor. . .

W µν
2p2h,22 =

∫
d3kd3k ′d3pd3p′

∫
dE P2h(k, k′,E )〈kk′|jµ12|pp′〉〈pp′|jν12|kk′〉

× δ(k + k′ + q− p− p′)δ(ω − E − ep − ep′)θ(|p| − kF )θ(|p′| − kF ) .

P2h(k, k′,E ) =
∑

h,h′<kF

|Φhh′
kk ′ |2δ(E + eh + eh′)

I 12D integral, can be analitically reduced to a 7D integral → Monte
Carlo integration technique

I both the direct and Pauli exchange contribution have to be considered
(more than 100,000 terms) → Mathemathica and Fortran code
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2p-2h Transverse Response of 12C

Set of Harmonic Oscillator
wave functions

Ψ0,0,0(r)⇔ α = 1
Ψ0,1,1(r)⇔ α = 2
Ψ0,1,−1(r)⇔ α = 3

r [fm]
E

n
er

gy
[M

eV
]

�50

0

✏F

1s1/2

1p3/2

P2h(k, k′,E ) =
3∑

α1,α2=1

Zα1Zα2 |Ψα1(k)|2||Ψα2(k ′)|2F (E + eα1(k) + eα2(k ′))

e1 = −38MeV , e2,3 = −17.0MeV Z1 = 0.5 , Z2,3 = 0.625
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Contribution of the MEC to the transverse response

Separate contributions to the transverse response function RT (ω, q) at
q = 570 MeV: pionic, pionic- ∆ interference, ∆ and total.
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Beyond the RFGM . . .

 In the 
RFGM 

calculation: 
E= -25 MeV 
pf=221 MeV

Sizable differences
Different threshold ⇒ different treatment of the initial state energies of the
knocked-out nucleons.
Significant quenching of the response ⇒ short range correlations.
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Non Relativistic expression of the 2p2h contribution to
RT (ω, q)

49 RELATIVISTIC MESON EXCHANGE AND ISOBAR CURRENTS. . . 2659

tion po M versus po M~, give rise to the above
mentioned differences. Furthermore the SL current we
derived above, Eq. (5.9), equals (apart from coupling
constants) the isobar current derived by Hockert [19]
some twenty years ago, which has subsequently been used
many times in the literature.
Apart from this ambiguity, it is now straightforward

to determine the static limit of the expression 7 defined
previously. It should be emphasized that we apply the

I

SL procedure at the level of 7, not at the level of the
current operator. This ensures that a final comparison
with the SL result for 7 as found by Van Orden and
Donnelly, who applied the SL at the current level, really
provides a strong test on our full results for 7. To cast
our results in a form that can be compared with those of
Van Orden and Donnelly, we &equently have to make use
of the relation q = kq + k2. For the direct contribution
to the transverse amplitude squared we thus find

R =64 2 k 2(k2 + rn2)2 iT' ~ (k2 +m2)2(k2 + rn2)2 (k2

+64c~k~ k~q 2b + g —25 —g kq q ki2+ m2 s

((ki2 + m2)2(k22 + m2) (ki2 + m2)(k22+ m2)

+ m2)2(k22+ m2) (ki2+ m~)(k22+ m2))
k

4 2 2

(k +m )(k +m )
k2k

with cN = (f~NN/re )', ca = f~rv~ f~/r, f7/r, /
(2Mm2) (understood to be multiplied with the relevant
form factors), ki2 ——kis —(ki q)/(q ) and a = 2a/3,
b = 2b/3. Note that one has k22——ki2 . This form allows
for a direct comparison with the result of Van Orden and
Donnelly, thus providing a severe test on our full result.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is the aim of this section to compare calculations
with calculations: we want to compare the results of the
calculations of the full two-body current with those of
the SL current, without yet con&onting them with ex-
perimental data. We postpone this till Sec. VII, when
we also have, apart Rom the quasifree knockout and the
two-body contribution, the evaluation of a third impor-
tant reaction channel at our disposal: production of a
real (physical) pion in the final state. We think that the
above mentioned comparison is interesting in itself, since
it shows the importance of our relativistic treatment com-
pared with the SL, as well as the basic systematics of the
calculations.
In Fig. 8 the solid line shows the result of the full

calculation of the 2p2h contribution to the transverse
response function, the dotted line is the SL result. In
these calculations, the three-momentum transfer is fixed
at ~q~ = 550 MeV/c and ~q~ = 1140 MeV/c, respectively.
At this moment, we leave out the Pauli exchange con-
tribution. Since these two kinematics will return at sev-
eral places, we will refer to them as kinematics I and II,
respectively. There are two parameters to be specified:
first the Fermi momentum in these calculations (and all
to come) is given by 1.3 fm, the binding energy per
particle-hole pair is taken to be 35 MeV. This will become
of relevance later when we compare with data. Further-
more these results are obtained for mass member A = 56
(the results, at fixed Fermi momentum, trivially scale
with A).
Figure 8 clearly displays the large differences that oc-
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the contribution of the full
two-body current to the transverse response (solid line) with
that of the static-limit current (dotted line). The momentum
transfer is 550 MeV/c (left Sgure) and 1140MeV/c (right fig-
ure). The atomic mass number is 56, the Fermi momentum
1.3 fm . The Pauli exchange contribution is not included.

cur in the two calculations. The sizable increase of the
response at large energy transfer in the full calculation
with respect to the SL calculation originates almost com-
pletely &om the difference in the treatment of the prop-
agator of the 6 isobar. Since, in our calculations, its full
energy and momentum dependence is maintained, it is
possible for the isobar current to show a resonance be-
havior: p can become equal to M&, whereas in the SL
calculation p = M . The latter choice clearly discards
all dependence on the dynamics of the 6-isobar propaga-
tor. It is this feature that gives the large enhancement of
the full result with respect to the SL and which is miss-
ing in the original work of Van Orden and Donnelly [8].
To display this effect more clearly, we also show in Fig. 9
what happens if we try to account for this resonating
behavior by hand in the SL calculation. To this end we
modify the scalar (denoininator) part of the 6 propaga-
tor in the SL current such that it equals the one of the
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We study two-body currents in the noninteracting relativistic Fermi gas model. Special emphasis
is put on the role of the 4 isobar. Due to a resonance behavior, relativistic two-body isobar currents
are found to be important in comparison with experimental data. Real-pion production is studied
within the same framework, and the importance and physical implications of the energy dependence
of the 4-isobar decay width are stressed.

PACS number(s): 25.30.Fj, 24.30.—v

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most &uitful ways to obtain information on
the nucleus and its constituents has been (and will be)
the scattering of leptons off nuclei (for a recent review
see, e.g., [1]). The response of the nucleus in these scat-
tering processes can be formulated in terms of structure
functions. The latter are solely determined by the prop-
erties of the nucleus and allow for direct and stringent
tests of models that describe the physics that is probed
in these scattering processes. When the projectile energy
becomes comparable to or larger than the nucleon mass,
one expects a breakdown of a nonrelativistic treatment.
One at least needs a relativistic framework to be able
to study, in the kinematic region considered, the limits
of validity of the conventional physics in terms of meson
and nucleon degrees of &eedom. In this paper we develop
a systematic and consistent analysis of the contribution
of relativistic two-body meson exchange and isobar cur-
rents, as well as real-pion production in the &amework of
the relativistic Fermi gas. The 6rst results of this analy-
sis were presented in [2,3]. There are several motivations
for this work. The response of the nucleus in an inclusive
electron scattering experiment can be phrased in terms of
two structure functions: the longitudinal response func-
tion which is essentially determined by the nuclear charge
distribution and the transverse response function which
is determined by the nuclear current distribution. One
of the central goals of intermediate-energy physics is to
understand the experimental data for these two struc-
ture functions, which became available during the early
and mid eighties, simultaneously. The experimental data
of the transverse response function of nuclei obtained
from (inclusive) electron scattering at intermediate en-
ergies show a distinct two-peak structure as a function

*Present address: Philips Research Laboratories, WA-03,
Prof. Holstlaan 4, 5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

of the energy transferred to the nucleus in the scattering
process [4,5]. The first originates from the scattering of a
single nucleon, the quasi&ee scattering process. The sec-
ond is contributed to the excitation of the 6rst nucleon
resonance: the 6 isobar. The region in between these
two peaks is called, for obvious reasons, the dip region.
The experimentally observed strength in the dip region
is large. Theoretical models based on one-body processes
only, do not give enough overlap in the dip region to ac-
count for the observed strength. It was then postulated
that two-body processes play an important role in the
dip region. We consider two types of two-body currents.
One is a direct consequence of the requirement of current
conservation at the level of the nuclear electromagnetic
current. This requirement gives rise to x meson exchange
currents. Their manifestation has been unambiguously
identi6ed in deuteron breakup experiments at threshold
[6]. Due to the constraints from current conservation
there is little ambiguity in the construction of these cur-
rents. The second contribution to the two-body current
we consider are the 6-isobar currents. These are much
more model dependent since they are not constrained by
current conservation. Since both types of two-body cur-
rents have little effect on the nuclear charge distribution,
these two-body currents will mainly afFect the transverse
response function. One can therefore hope to give a sub-
stantial contribution to the simultaneous understanding
of the two response functions.
A first analysis along these lines was carried out in [7].

Van Orden and Donnelly published an extensive report
on these calculations of the contribution of two body-
currents in a noninteracting Fermi gas model [8]. Their
conclusion was that these processes cannot provide the
major part of the strength in the dip region. Their anal-
ysis is, however, a nonrelativistic one for they apply a
static limit procedure which renders the current opera-
tors local. One of our objectives is to study how the latter
procedure a8'ects their conclusions. This then leads us to
the development of a relativistic formulation of the con-
tributions of two-body currents to the response functions,

0556-2813/94/49(5)/2650(21)/$06. 00 49 2650 1994 The American Physical Society
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The impact of relativistic effects in the two-body response
Relativity dramatically affects the behaviour of the response.

Relativistic

Nonrelativistic
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The impact of relativistic effects in the two-body response
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The most
important effect
introduced by
relativity is the
peak produced by
the dynamic
∆-propagation.

The overall effects are small in the domain of the QEP, modest in the dip
region and substantial in the region of the ∆-peak. Beyond the ∆ peak,
relativity yields a substantial reduction of the response.
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Production of 2p2h final states

1 Initial state correlations

2 MEC, two-body response

3 Interference
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Interference term

It cannot be written in terms of SF. . .

W µν
2p2h,12 =

∫
d3k d3ξ d3ξ′ d3h d3h′d3p d3p′φhh′

ξξ′
∗[

Φhh′p′

k 〈k|jµ1 |p〉

+ Φhh′p
k 〈k|jµ2 |p′〉

]
〈p,p′|jν12|ξ, ξ′〉δ(h + h′ + q− p− p′)

× δ(ω + eh + eh′ − ep − ep′)θ(|p| − kF )θ(|p′| − kF ) + h.c. .

Additional difficulty. . . This term involves the product of nuclear amplitudes
entering in P(k ,E ) and P(k , k ′,E )

WARNING
This interference contribution would be zero if correlations were not
accounted for!
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12C electromagnetic response
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12C calculations indicate a sizable enhancement of the electromagnetic
transverse response.
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Inclusion of Final State Interaction contribution

Convolution scheme

dσFSI

dωdΩ
=

∫
dω′ fq(ω − ω′) dσIA

dωdΩ

The folding function can be decomposed in the form

fq(ω) = δ(ω)
√

TA + (1−
√

TA)Fq(ω)

showing that the strength of FSI is driven by

I the nuclear transparency TA

I the finite-width function Fq(ω)

A.Ankowski et al., Phys. Rev. D 91, 033005 (2015)
O. Benhar, Phys. Rev. C 87, 024606 (2013).
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e− - 12C inclusive cross section

The x-section can be rewritten in terms of RT and RL such as

dσ
dE ′edΩ

= σMott

[(q2

q2

)2
RL +

(−q2

2q2 + tan2 θ

2

)
RT
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e− - 12C inclusive cross section
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The contribution given by the interference term and MEC currents turns
out to be sizable in the dip region.
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e− - 12C inclusive cross section
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The contribution given by the interference term and MEC currents turns
out to be sizable in the dip region.
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May MEC explain the MiniBooNE data?

It is apparent that the disagreement between theoretical calculations
not including MEC and data is less pronounced at small θµ
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Angular dependence of the two-body contribution
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two-body processes increases
for larger values of the
scattering angle where the
transverse response becomes
dominant .
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Comparison of the results for the RL of 4He

C     q=570 MeV He      q=500 MeV12 4

Good agreement. . .
The spread of the three curves is significantly smaller than
the experimental errorbars
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Different results obtained within GFMC and SF approach

4

by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [38] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
di↵er only in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-
sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring
the charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one
of the fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to
be measured at the Deep Underground Neutrino Exper-
iment (DUNE)[39].

FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for the electromag-
netic transverse response functions. Because pion production
mechanisms are not included, the present theory underesti-
mates the (transverse) strength in the � peak region, see in
particular the q = 570 MeV/c case.

We conclude by updating in Fig. 3 the results for the

Coulomb sum rule of 12C obtained in Ref. [5]. The theo-
retical calculation (solid line) and analyses of the experi-
mental data (empty and full circles) are from that work.
We recall that the empty circles are obtained by inte-
grating RL(q,!) up to !max, the highest measured en-
ergy transfer, while the full circles also include the “tail”
contribution for ! > !max and into the time-like region
(! > q), which cannot be accessed in (e, e0) scattering
experiments, by assuming that the longitudinal response
in 12C is proportional to that of the deuteron [5]. As
the direct calculations demonstrate in Figs. 1–2, there
is non-vanishing strength in the time like-region (see in
particular the top panels of these figures which extend
to ! > q), and this strength needs to be accounted for
before comparing theory to experiment.

The square data points in Fig. 3 have been obtained
by adding to the full circles the contribution due to the
low-lying J⇡ = 2+, 0+

2 , and 4+ states. Given the choice of
normalization for SL(q) in Fig. 3, this contribution is sim-
ply given by the sum of the squares—each multiplied by
Z = 6—of the (longitudinal) transition form factors listed
in Table I. Among these, the dominant is the form factor
to the 2+ state at 4.44 MeV excitation energy. The con-
tributions associated with these states, in particular the
2+, were overlooked in the analysis of Ref. [5] and, to the
best of our knowledge, in all preceding analyses—the dif-
ference between total inelastic and quasi-elastic strength
alluded to earlier was not fully appreciated. While they
are negligible at large q (certainly at q = 570 MeV/c),
they are significant at low q. They help to bring theory
into excellent agreement with experiment.

Figures 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate that the picture
of interacting nucleons and currents quantitatively de-
scribes the electromagnetic response of 12C in the quasi-
elastic regime. The key features necessary for this suc-
cessful description are a complete and consistent treat-
ment of initial-state correlations and final-state interac-
tions and a realistic treatment of two-nucleon currents,
all fully and exactly accounted for in the GFMC calcula-
tions. In the transverse channel the interference between
one- and two-body current (schematically, 1b-2b) con-
tributions is largely responsible for enhancement in the
quasi-elastic peak, while this interference plays a minor
role at large !, where 2b-2b contributions become dom-
inant. The absence of explicit pion production mech-
anisms in this channel restricts the applicability of the
present theory to the quasi-elastic region of RT (q,!), for
!’s below the �-resonance peak. Finally, the so-called
quenching of the longitudinal response near the quasi-
elastic peak emerges in this study as a result of initial-
state correlations and final-state interactions.

A critical reading of the manuscript by Ingo Sick is
gratefully acknowledged. This research is supported
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These differences should be ascribed to. . .
Differences in the two-nucleon currents employed in the two cases
The non relativistic nature of the GFMC calculations
Interference between amplitudes involving the one- and two-body
currents and 1p1h final states
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Prospects . . .

I An accurate analysis of the role played by the interference between
amplitudes involving the one- and two-body currents and 1p1h final
states is currently being carried out.

I The implementation of our results in the determination of the nuclear
response to electroweak probes will require the introduction of the
one- and two-nucleon axial currents. This is crucial for a correct data
analysis of neutrino oscillation experiments (T2K, MiniBooNE,
MINERvA . . . )

I The technology based on Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers
(LAr-TPC), will be largely exploited by future experiments, such as
DUNE, designed to carry out high-precision measurements of ν
oscillations. This will require an extension of the spectral function
formalism
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Thank you!
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. . . @TRIUMF

Exact 4He spectral function in a semirealistic NN potential model

Victor D. Efros,1 Winfried Leidemann,2,3 and Giuseppina Orlandini2,3
1Russian Research Centre ‘‘Kurchatov Institute,’’ Kurchatov Square 1, 123182 Moscow, Russia

2Dipartimento di Fisica, Università di Trento, I-38050 Povo (Trento), Italy
3Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Gruppo collegato di Trento, Italy

~Received 18 November 1997!

The spectral function of 4He is calculated with the Lorentz integral transform method in a large energy and
momentum range. The excitation spectrum of the residual 3N system is fully taken into account. The obtained
spectral function is used to calculate the quasielastic longitudinal (e ,e8) response RL of 4He for q5300, 400,
and 500 MeV/c . Comparison with the exact RL shows a rather sizable disagreement except in the quasielastic
peak, where the differences reduce to about 10% at q5500 MeV/c . It is shown as well that very simple
momentum distribution approximations for the spectral function provide almost the same results for RL as the
exact spectral function. @S0556-2813~98!04807-9#

PACS number~s!: 25.30.Fj, 21.45.1v, 21.10.Jx, 27.10.1h

Data on electromagnetic processes on nuclei can be ana-
lyzed in a very simple way with the help of a spectral func-
tion ~SF!. The approximations involved in such an analysis
are few and transparent. There exists an extensive literature
dealing with evaluations and applications of the SF to exclu-
sive, semiinclusive, or inclusive reactions @1#. However, only
for three-body nuclei have exact calculations of the SF been
performed @2#. A complete evaluation is very difficult for A
.3 since it requires knowledge of the complete set of eigen-
states for the (A21) subsystem. In fact only the (A21)
ground state is often known accurately, while excited states,
especially those belonging to the continuum, are much less
under control, if not completely unknown. Already for 4He
one finds only approximate evaluations of the SF @3#, where
the final state interaction in the residual 3N system is ne-
glected. So the quality of the approximations which make
use of the SF is often obscured by the poor knowledge of it.
Applying the method of the Lorentz integral transform @4#

one can reduce the complexity of the calculation of the SF
considerably. In the present work we use this method to cal-
culate the full SF of 4He with the semirealistic Trento ~TN!

potential model ~central force describing 1S0 and 3S1 phase
shifts up to the pion threshold!. The result obtained is then
used to evaluate the plane-wave impulse approximation
~PWIA! longitudinal (e ,e8) response function RL at interme-
diate momenta. The resulting RL’s are compared with the
exact ones from Ref. @5# for the same NN potential. Such a
comparison enables us to draw conclusions about the preci-
sion of the SF ansatz in inclusive (e ,e8) scattering within a
nonrelativistic framework. Since 4He is the lightest tightly
bound nucleus, these results may be significant also for more
complex nuclei.
The spectral function S(k ,E) represents the joint prob-

ability of finding a particle with momentum k and a residual
(A21) system with energy E . The momentum k and the
energy E are taken with respect to the c.m. and the ground
state of the A system, respectively:
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Here sz and tz are the third components of the particle spin
and isospin; E f

A21 and c f
A21 are eigenvalues and eigenstates

of the (A21) system; and J0 , M 0, and E0
A are the total

angular momentum, its third component, and the ground
state energy of the A system, respectively. There is a certain
number of sum rules the SF has to fulfill:
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Here n(k) is the momentum distribution of the A-particle
system and

^

T
&

is the mean kinetic energy of a particle in the
ground state. The last relation in Eq. ~3! is the so-called
Koltun sum rule for the mean separation energy @6#. These
sum rules form a set of constraints to test the accuracy of a
calculation of S(k ,E).
In the following we will consider the proton spectral func-

tion Sp(k ,E). In this case the first two sum rules of Eqs. ~2!
and ~3! have to be modified by an additional factor Z/A on
the right-hand sides.
In order to express the one-body knockout cross section in

terms of the SF two approximation are required: ~i! the par-
ticle interacting with the external probe is the one detected in
experiment, and ~ii! this particle does not interact with the
residual (A21) system ~PWIA!. With these two assump-
tions the exclusive or semiinclusive one-body knockout cross
sections can be written in a factorized form s.CAsNS(ukf
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These results refer to a PWIA calculation      FSI neglected
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Final State Interaction in the SF formalism

Convolution approach

S(q, ω) =

∫
dω′S0(q, ω)fq(ω − ω′)

This expression can be
obtained in a consistent
fashion with a more
fundamental approach

The Response of a system can be written in terms of the p-h
propagator

S(q, ω) =
1
π
ImΠ(q, ω) =

1
π
Im
[
〈0|ρ†q

1
H − E0 − ω − iε

ρq|0〉
]

In the limit of large momementum transfer, where the effect of long
range correlations can be neglected,
Π(q, ω) can be written in terms of the p-h Green’s functions.
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Final State Interaction in the SF formalism

S(q, ω) =

∫
d3kdEPh(k,E )Pp(k + q, ω − E )

Within the IA, where FSI are neglected

S0(q, ω) =

∫
d3kdEPh(k,E )θ(|k + q| − kF )δ(ω − E − Ek+q)

Collecting together the above results, the p-SF can be written as

Pp(k + q, ω − E ) = θ(|k + q| − kF )

∫
dω′fq(ω − ω′)δ(ω′ − E − Ek+q)

and if we assume: k + q ∼ q , Ek+q ∼ Eq

fq(ω) = Pp(q, ω + Eq)
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The relevance of the interference term. . .RT (q, ω)

I Green’s Function Monte
Carlo calculation of the
transverse
electromagnetic response
function of 4He.

I MEC significantly
enhance the transverse
response function, not
only in the dip region,
but also in the
quasielastic peak and
threshold regions.
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Inclusion of Final State Interaction contribution

I fq(ω − ω′ − UV )

I We consider TA = TA(tkin)
and UV = UV (tkin) where

tkin =
E 2

k (1− cos θ)

M + EK (1− cos θ)

I Fq(ω) at |q| ∼ 2 GeV,
including NN correlations

3

As a consequence, UV produces a shift of the cross sec-
tion, while UW brings about a quenching of the QE peak
and the associated enhancement of its tails. Note, how-
ever, that in the optical potential model the latter effect
is overestimated, owing to the infinite tails of Fq(ω) [12].

To account for the modification of the struck nucleon’s
energy, we include UV in the argument of the folding
function, replacing

fq(ω − ω′) → fq(ω − ω′ − UV ). (3)

The above prescription is somewhat reminiscent of the
procedure used in the Fermi gas model, in which an av-
erage nucleon-separation energy ε is included in the ar-
gument of the energy-conserving δ function.

The proton optical potential of carbon has been de-
termined by Cooper et al. [13] using Dirac phenomenol-
ogy. Within this approach, widely employed in analyses
of electron-induced proton knockout and nucleon scatter-
ing [39–41], the optical potential is described by means
of the (complex) scalar and vector potentials, S and V ,
appearing in the Dirac equation. Their dependence on
kinetic energy, tkin, and radial coordinate, r, is found by
fitting the scattering solutions to the measured elastic
cross section, analyzing power, and spin rotation func-
tion, available for protons of kinetic energy in the range
29 ≤ tkin ≤ 1040 MeV.

In the presence of the scalar and vector potentials, the
total energy of proton E′

tot = E′
tot(tkin, r) can be written

in the form

E′
tot =

!
(M + S)2 + p′2 + V, (4)

with M and p′ being the nucleon’s mass and momentum,
respectively. Because in our calculations the optical po-
tential is an r-independent modification to the on-shell

energy, Ep′ =
!

M2 + p′2, it is simply related to E′
tot

through
"

d3rρ(r)E′
tot = Ep′ + U, (5)

where ρ(r) denotes the nuclear density distribution.
Hence, its real part is given by

UV =

"
d3rρ(r)ℜ(E′

tot) − Ep′ , (6)

where ℜ(x + iy) = x. Using the density distribution of
carbon—unfolded from the measured charge density [42]
following to the procedure described in Ref. [43]—and the
A-independent fit of Ref. [13], we obtain the proton UV

shown in Fig. 1. It clearly appears that in the low-tkin re-
gion, particularly relevant to QE scattering, interactions
with the spectator system lead to a sizable modification
to the struck protons’s spectrum. We assume that the
neutron UV (tkin) only differs from the proton one due to
the (constant) Coulomb correction, which we estimate to
be 3.5 MeV.

To evaluate the folding function (2), we use the nu-
clear transparency of carbon reported in Ref. [44], and

tkin (MeV)

U
V
(t

k
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)

(M
eV
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FIG. 1. (color online). Real part of the carbon optical poten-
tial for proton, obtained from the Dirac phenomenological fit
of Cooper et al. [13], as a function of proton’s kinetic energy.

neglect the |q| dependence of Fq(ω). This choice is moti-
vated by the results of Ref. [37], suggesting that, at large
|q|, Fq(ω) depends weakly on momentum transfer. In
addition, its inclusion has a small effect—not exceeding
13%—on the cross sections discussed in this paper. The
numerical results reported in this work are obtained with
Fq(ω) calculated at |q| = 1 GeV.

Note that in Eq. (1), the nucleon kinematics is inte-
grated out. Therefore, in our approach, TA = TA(tkin)
and UV = UV (tkin) are evaluated at

tkin =
E2

k(1 − cos θ)

M + Ek(1 − cos θ)
, (7)

where Ek and θ denote the energy of the beam particle
and the angle of the outgoing lepton, respectively. The
above equation corresponds to scattering of a massless
particle on a nucleon at rest.

The proton and neutron (N = p , n) contributions to
the IA cross section [10] are obtained from

dσIA
ℓN

dωdΩ
=

"
d3p dEP N

hole(p, E)
M

Ep

dσelem
ℓN

dωdΩ

×PN
part(p + q, ω − E − tA−1), (8)

where Ep =
!

M2 + p2, σelem
ℓN is the elementary cross

section stripped off the energy-conserving δ function, and
tA−1 denotes the recoil energy of the residual nucleus, of
mass MA−1 = MA − M + E and momentum p.

The hole SF, PN
hole(p, E), is the probability distribution

of removing a nucleon N with momentum p from the
nuclear ground state, leaving the (A−1)-nucleon residual
system with excitation energy E, whereas the particle
SF, PN

part(p
′, T ′), describes the propagation of the struck

nucleon, carrying momentum p′ and kinetic energy T ′.
The hole SF of carbon [11], used in this paper, has been

obtained within the local-density approximation (LDA),
combining the information on the shell-model structure
extracted from experimental data [45, 46] with the corre-
lation contribution calculated in uniform nuclear matter

7

FIG. 4: (color online) Energy dependence of the folding func-
tion defined in Eq. (11). The solid and dashed line correspond
to the full calculation and to the quasiparticle approximation
of Eq. (38), respectively. The calculations have been carried
out for isospin symmetric nuclear matter at equilibrium den-
sity. The nucleon momentum |q| = 1.9 GeV corresponds to
quasi free kinematics at incident energy Ee = 3.6 GeV and
electron scattering angle θe = 30 deg.

data of Ref. [34]. The role of NN correlations is illus-
trated by the dot-dash line, obtained using the folding
function computed within the quasiparticle approxima-
tion (dashed line of Fig. 4). It is apparent that neglecting
correlations leads to largely overestimate FSI effects.

FIG. 5: (color online) Differential cross section of the scat-
tering process e + A → e′ + X on isospin symmetric
nuclear matter, at beam energy Ee = 3.6 GeV and electron
scattering angle θe = 30 deg. The solid and dot-dash lines
represent the results of the full calculation and those obtained
within the quasiparticle approximation discussed in the text,
respectively. The cross section obtained within the IA, i.e.
neglecting FSI, is displayed by the dashed line. The data
points show the extrapolated nuclear matter cross section of
Ref. [34].

In Fig. 6 the differential cross section obtained using
the formalism discussed in this article is compared to the
extrapolated nuclear matter data of Ref. [34] and to the
56Fe data of Ref. [35] at beam energy Ee = 4 GeV
and electron scattering angle θe = 30 deg. The proposed
approach appears to provide a quantitative description of
the measured cross sections over a range exceeding five
orders of magnitude.

FIG. 6: (color online) Differential cross section of the scatter-
ing process e + A → e′ + X on isospin symmetric nuclear
matter, at beam energy Ee = 4 GeV and electron scattering
angle θe = 30 deg. The solid line shows the results of the full
calculation, including FSI. The diamonds corresponds to the
extrapolated nuclear matter cross section of Ref. [34]. For
comparison, the crosses also show the cross section of Ref.
[35], measured in the same kinematical setup using a 56Fe
target.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the description of FSI in the nuclear
response, and shown that the widely employed convolu-
tion form of Eq. (1) can be obtained from a fundamental
approach based on nuclear many-body theory, using the
spectral function formalism.

The folding function of the convolution approach turns
out to be directly related to the spectral function describ-
ing high momentum nucleons occupying particle states,
which can be calculated within the eikonal approxima-
tion. The main elements entering this calculation are the
measured NN scattering cross sections, modified to take
into account the effects of the nuclear medium, and the
radial distribution function g(r), yielding the probability
of finding two nucleons separated by a distance r in the
nuclear ground state. Both the nucleon effective mass,
driving the modifications of the NN cross section, and
the radial distribution function are obtained from accu-
rate many-body calculations based on a realistic nuclear
hamiltonian.

A.Ankowski et al., Phys. Rev. D 91, 033005 (2015)
O. Benhar, Phys. Rev. C 87, 024606 (2013).
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Extraction of the argon spectral function from (e, e ′p) data

I The spectral function will be obtained combining electron scattering
data and the results of theoretical calculations, within the framework
of the Local Density Approximation (LDA) ⇒ dedicated electron
scattering experiment at JLab

I Achieving this goal will require a careful analysis of the measured
(e, e ′p) cross section as well as the extension of the existing studies of
the nuclear matter spectral function to the case of a two-component
system, needed to describe non isospin-symmetric matter.
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The relevance of the interference term. . . Sum Rule

Sum rule of the electromagnetic response in the T channel

ST (q) =

∫
dωST (q, ω), ST (q, ω) = Sxx(q, ω) + Syy (q, ω) ,

where
I Sαβ =

∑
N〈0|JαA |N〉〈N|J

β
A |0〉δ(E0 + ω − EN)

Need for a
consistent
treatment of both
correlations and
MEC currents.
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Two-body contribution within the SF anf FG formalism

The introduction of the two-nucleon current contributions in theoretical
approaches based on the independent particle model (IPM) of nuclear
structure, provides a quantitative wealth of the experimental data.
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The total two-body contribution obtained within the SF formalism do
not differs too much from the FG result.
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e−-12C cross section within the SF and FG formalism
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While there are sizable differences both in the position and width of
the QE peak, in the “dip” region the results obtained for the e−-12C
cross section within the SF and FG approaches do no differ
significantly.
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"Flux averaged" QE electron-Carbon cross section

Electron-Carbon
scattering cross sections
at θe = 37◦ plotted as a
function of Te′ .
Reaction mechanisms
other that single-nucleon
knockout contribute to
the "flux-averaged" cross
section.

I development of models based on a new paradigm, in which all relevant
reaction mechanisms are consistently taken into account within a
unified description of nuclear dynamics.
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The IA x-section

The hadronic tensor can be written in the simple form

W µν
A =

∫
d3pdEP(p,E )

M
Ep

[
ZW µν

p + (A− Z )W µν
n
]
,

Elements entering the definition of the IA x-section
I the tensor describing the interactions of the i-th nucleon in free space

W µν
α =

∑

X

〈−pR ,N|jµ†α|X ,pX 〉〈X ,pX |jνα| − pR ,N〉δ(4)(q̃ − pR − pX ) .

ω̃ = EX −
√

p2 + M2 = ω + M − E −
√

p2 + M2

I The nucleon energy and momentum distribution, described by the hole
spectral functions
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Violation of current conservation

The replacement of ω with ω̃ leads to a violation of the current
conservation:

qµw
µν
N = 0

Prescription proposed by de Forest:

w̃µν
N = wµν

N (q̃)

w̃3ν
N =

ω

|q|w
0ν
N (q̃)

The violation of gauge invariance only affects the longitudinal response. As
a consequence, it is expected to become less and less important as the
momentum transfer increases, electron scattering at large |q| being largely
dominated by transverse contributions.
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Local Density Approximation (LDA) P(k,E ) for oxygen

PLDA(p,E ) = PMF (p,E ) + Pcorr(p,E )

PMF (p,E ) → from (e, e ′p) data
Pcorr(p,E ) → from uniform nuclear matter calculations at different
densities:

PMF (p,E ) =
∑

n∈{F}
Zn|φn(p)|2Fn(E − En)

Pcorr(p,E ) =

∫
d3r%A(r)PNM

corr(p,E ; % = %A(r))
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Form factors

Hadronic monopole form factors

FπNN(k2) =
Λ2
π −m2

π

Λ2
π − k2

FπN∆(k2) =
Λ2
πN∆

Λ2
πN∆ − k2

(1)

and the EM ones

FγNN(q2) =
1

(1− q2/Λ2
D)2 ,

FγN∆(q2) = FγNN(q2)
(
1− q2

Λ2
2

)−1/2(
1− q2

Λ2
3

)−1/2
(2)

where Λπ = 1300 MeV, ΛπN∆ = 1150 MeV, Λ2
D = 0.71GeV2,

Λ2 = M + M∆ and Λ2
3 = 3.5 GeV2.
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Neutral weak current two-body contributions

The enhancement due to two- nucleon currents, at q ' 1 fm−1, is about
50% relative to the one-body values.

I A.Lovato et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 182502
(2014)

I Low momentum transfer
the dominant
contribution is given by:
〈i |j†2bj2b|i〉

I At higher momentum
transfer:
〈i |j†2bj1b|i〉+ 〈i |j†1bj2b|i〉
plays a more important
role.
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